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FUNDAMENTAL FORCES

• all natural phenomena result from the effect of just four 
fundamental forces [the unifying power of Physics] 

• all phenomena experienced in everyday life are explained by 
just two: gravity and electromagnetism [those with infinite 
range]

force range strength acts on

gravity ∞ GNewton≈6×10-39 all [massive] particles

weak [nuclear] <10-18 m GFermi≈1×10-5 leptons, hadrons

electromagnetism ∞ 𝛼=1/137 all charged particles

strong [nuclear] ≈1×10-15 m g2≈1 hadrons



[DISCLAIMER] I WILL NOT TALK ABOUT GRAVITY
➤ gravity will be conspicuously absent from my discussion 

➤ I will only discuss physics at scales [small yet sufficiently large] 
and for masses [small] for which gravity effects are negligible 

➤ I will focus on quantum descriptions of fundamental 
interactions 

➤ a consistent quantum theory of gravity remains elusive

[José Sande Lemos, Thu & Fri & Sat]



ELECTROMAGNETISM
• in the classical regime all electromagnetic phenomena are 

described by Maxwell’s equations 

• can calculate, for example, electric field due to a given 
configuration of charges; the wave equation for propagation 
of electric and magnetic fields through space; …  

• the concept of field appears naturally  

• the extension of electromagnetism to the quantum level requires 
that we describe the interactions of charged particles via the 
electromagnetic field as exchanges of quanta of the field 
[photons] between the particles involved [we will get to this]



A NOTE ON NATURAL UNITS
• particle physics [study of elementary particles and their 

interactions] uses a fit-for-purpose system of units, so-called 
natural, where ℏ=c=kB=1 

• the fundamental unit is chosen to be the electron-volt, defined as 
the energy of an electron that has been accelerated through a 
potential difference of one volt [1eV = 1.602×10-19 J] 

• Then: 

• momenta, energy, mass and temperature expressed in the 
same units [eV] 

• time and spatial coordinates expressed in the same units   [1/
eV] 

• …



THE STRONG [NUCLEAR] FORCE
• the discovery of the neutron [Chadwick 1932] and thus that 

atomic nuclei are made of protons and neutrons, implies that: 

• a new force must exist to compensate the electric repulsion of 
protons and render atomic nuclei stable



THE STRONG [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ must be strongly attractive 

➤ must be very short range 

➤ Rutherford’s early scattering experiments [low energy] of 𝜶-particles [He 
nuclei] on atomic nuclei could be explained by EM alone 

➤ only at higher energies [when 𝜶-particles can approach the nuclei more 
closely] the effects of the strong force are felt 

➤ strong force only ‘active’ when nucleons ‘touch’ :: range of the order of 
nuclear diameter [10-15 m = 1 fm] :: timescale of the order 10-23 s [10 ys] 

➤ must be independent of electric charge [act equally on protons and 
neutrons]  
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THE STRONG [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ in general heavier nuclei are more unstable [they decay] 

➤ supports picture of binding force having short range  

➤ if long range, the more nucleons the more stable 

➤ if just nearest neighbours than strong force on extra nucleon 
does not compensate electric repulsion amongst protons



THE STRONG [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ what is still missing from the discussion? 

➤ we want to describe strong interactions between elementary 
particles [which are not the protons and neutrons] 

➤ we will see later that the strong interaction can, in fact, be 
described [almost] analogously to the electromagnetic case



THE WEAK [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ the neutron decays spontaneously to a proton and an electron 

with a half-life [average time it takes for half of a sample to 
decay] of about 10 minutes 

➤ as this is much longer than the time-scales associated with the 
strong interaction [∼10-23 s] and it is difficult to conceive how 
EM interactions could contribute to this process 

➤ neutron decay must be due to some new force :: weak force 

➤ half-life of 10 min results from weakness of the interaction 
and small mass difference between neutron and proton 



THE WEAK [NUCLEAR] FORCE



THE WEAK [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ the weak force underlies the radioactive β decay of nuclei



THE WEAK [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ the weak force underlies the radioactive β decay of nuclei

➤ however, the electron [or positron] emerges with energy up to 
[but not always equal to the mass difference of the initial and 
final nuclei] :: apparent violation of energy conservation [also 
angular momentum]



THE WEAK [NUCLEAR] FORCE
➤ Pauli [1930] postulated that a new invisible particle was also 

emitted in the decay and carried the missing energy [and 
angular momentum] :: the neutrino [named by Fermi] 

➤ the neutrino is uncharged [no EM interactions]  

➤ the neutrino ‘invisibility’ follows from the weakness of the weak 
interaction



THE PROGRAMME
• describe the [3] interactions experienced by the fundamental 

constituents of matter [elementary particles] in a unified 
theoretical framework 

• need to identify elementary particles 

• theoretical description should/must: 

• respect relativistic invariance [as to make sense for speeds 
close to that of light] 

• respect quantum mechanics [as to make sense for small scales] 

• reflect fundamental symmetries 

• be consistent with experimental observations 



A NOTE ON UNIFICATION
• distinguish two varieties of unification 

• physical unification :: understanding of distinct forces as 
manifestations of a common underlying interaction 

• electromagnetism = electricity + magnetism 

• [a further important example will come later] 

• formal :: description of distinct fundamental interactions within 
an unified theoretical formalism [common language fulfilling 
generic fundamental principles] 

• the focus of these lectures



THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
• fundamental interactions [electromagetic, weak and strong OR as 

we will see later electro-weak and strong] are described by 
Renormalizable Relativistic Quantum Gauge Field theories 

• relativistic: the theories are Lorentz invariant 

• quantum: degrees of freedom are quantized 

• gauge: symmetry [we will get there] 

• field: the fundamental degrees of freedom are fields [objects 
that have a value — number, vector, higher tensor — in each 
space-time points] 

• renormalizable: no physical infinities



[PREVIEW] THE STANDARD MODEL



[PREVIEW] THE STANDARD MODEL



RELATIVISTIC INVARIANT QUANTUM MECHANICS
• The Schrodinger equation, which describes the time evolution of 

a wave function [a quantum system] 

• is incompatible with special relativity  

• it relates energy momentum in the classical way (E=p2/m) 

• it treats time and space differently

i
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RELATIVISTIC INVARIANT QUANTUM MECHANICS
➤ relativistically we should have E2=p2+m2 [recall c=1] 

➤ implies existence of ‘negative energy’ states 

➤ to be [correctly] reinterpreted as anti-particles of positive 
energy 

➤ insist that the correct equation is first order in time derivative [like 
the Schrodinger equation] and find Hamiltonian [operator on the 
rhs] that is local, linear in momentum [spatial derivatives] and 
gives the relativistic energy-momentum relation 

E = ±
p

p2 +m2



RELATIVISTIC INVARIANT QUANTUM MECHANICS
➤ insist that the correct equation is first order in time derivative [like 

the Schrodinger equation] and find Hamiltonian [operator on the 
rhs] that is local, linear in momentum [spatial derivatives] and 
gives the relativistic energy-momentum relation [Dirac] 

➤ only works [you can try it out] if wave-function is multi-
component [which implies spin] and 

➤ where 𝜶 and β are four matrices that fulfil
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�↵i + ↵i� = 0 �2 = 1



WHY FIELDS AS DEGREES OF FREEDOM?
➤ single-particle equations [like the Dirac equation] are limited in the 

sense that they do not allow for particle creation/destruction [they 
preserve particle number] 

➤ note that relativistic theories cannot have fixed particle number: 
relativistic effects are relevant for E ≥ mc2 and at such energies 
particle production is possible [e.g., p+p → p+p+π0] 

➤ Lorentz invariance and variable particle number go hand-in-hand 

➤ a multi-[and variable-] particle scenario is accommodated naturally 
in the concept of quantum field 

➤ think of a quantum field as an infinite collection of harmonic 
oscillators [a series of springs with masses attached] 

➤ when some of the oscillators become excited [they vibrate] at 
particular frequencies which correspond to excitations of the 
quantum field, that is to say to particles [field quanta]



WHY FIELDS AS DEGREES OF FREEDOM?
➤ the electron field is the [Fourier] sum of individual wavefunctions, 

with coefficients of each wavefunction representing the 
probability of creation/destruction of a quantum with a given 
wavelength (momentum) 

➤ this is what is often referred to as 2nd quantization  



GAUGE SYMMETRY 
• the conservation of electric charge implies [Noether’s theorem] a 

global symmetry [a phase rotation for the fermion field] 

• a gauge symmetry amounts to promoting the symmetry to local 
[realized for each and all spacetime locations]

 ! ei↵ 

 ! ei↵(x) 



QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS [QED]

• describe interactions of charged fundamental particles [eg, 
electron] 

• ingredients: 

• fermion fields [electron/positron are the quanta] 

• U(1) gauge symmetry : local charge conservation 

• theory [=Lagrangian] fully specified by requiring that only 
terms that respect gauge invariance and are renormalizable 
are allowed

FEYNMAN, TOMONAGA, SCHWINGER [1946-50 :: NOBEL 1965]



QED :: BUILDING THE LAGRANGIAN
•  start with kinetic term for fermion field [essentially the Lagrangian for which the Dirac 

equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation] :: [μ=0,1,2,3 :: all are 4-vectors] 

• which is invariant for the global symmetry [charge conservation] 

•  but not for its gauge ‘version’ 

•  invariance under the local [gauge] transformations can be restored by introducing a new 
[bosonic] field :: the photon :: that transforms as 

• then we build a covariant derivative 

•  such that                                   is gauge invariant

 ̄(i�µ@µ �m) 

 ! ei↵ 

 ! ei↵(x) :  ̄(· · · ) !  ̄
⇣
i�µ(@µ + i@µ↵(x))�m

⌘
 

Aµ(x) ! Aµ(x) +
1

e
@µ↵(x)

 (i�µDµ �m) ̄

Dµ = @µ � ieAµ(x)



QED :: BUILDING THE LAGRANGIAN
•  once we introduced a new field, should check what new gauge 

invariant terms we can write. the only possibility is [a kinetic term 
for the photon] 

• then the full QED Lagrangian is given by
�1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ : Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @⌫Aµ

LQED = �1

4
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ +  (i�µDµ �m) ̄

Dµ = @µ � ieAµ(x)

e �µAµ(x) ̄
fermion-photon coupling 

[interaction]
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QED BUILDING BLOCKS :: FEYNMAN RULES

• rules follow straightforwardly from 
Lagrangian 

• any QED process can be ‘assembled’ 
from these building blocks



AN EXAMPLE :: [BHABBA SCATTERING] 

annihilation

scattering

e+e� �! e+e�

        

where the approximations are for the high-energy (relativistic) limit.

Deriving unpolarized cross section

Matrix elements

Both the scattering and annihilation diagrams contribute to the transition matrix element. By letting k and k' represent the four-momentum
of the positron, while letting p and p' represent the four-momentum of the electron, and by using Feynman rules one can show the
following diagrams give these matrix elements:

Where we use:
 are the Gamma matrices,

 are the four-component spinors
for fermions, while

 are the four-component spinors
for anti-fermions (see Four spinors).

(scattering) (annihilation)

Notice that there is a relative sign difference between the two diagrams.

Square of matrix element

To calculate the unpolarized cross section, one must average over the spins of the incoming particles (se- and se+ possible values) and sum
over the spins of the outgoing particles. That is,

First, calculate :
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AN EXAMPLE :: [BHABBA SCATTERING] 

➤ the cross section [what is observable] is obtained from the square 
of the total amplitude [the sum of the two possible processes] 

➤ averaged over spins of initial particles [because we do not know 
them] and summed over spins of final particles [because we do 
not distinguish]
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AN EXAMPLE :: [BHABBA SCATTERING] 
• the result is very simpleEvaluating the interference term along the same lines and adding the three terms yields the final result

Simplifying steps

Completeness relations

The completeness relations for the four-spinors u and v are

where

      (see Feynman slash notation)

Trace identities

Main article: Trace identities

To simplify the trace of the Dirac gamma matrices, one must use trace identities. Three used in this article are:

1. The Trace of any product of an odd number of 's is zero
2. 
3. 

Using these two one finds that, for example,

         
(the two middle terms are zero because of (1))

(use identity (2) for the term on the right)

(now use identity (3) for the term on the left)

Uses

Bhabha scattering has been used as a luminosity monitor in a number of e+e− collider physics experiments. The accurate measurement of
luminosity is necessary for accurate measurements of cross sections.

Small-angle Bhabha scattering was used to measure the luminosity of the 1993 run of the Stanford Large Detector (SLD), with a relative
uncertainty of less than 0.5%.[1]

Electron-positron colliders operating in the region of the low-lying hadronic resonances (about 1 GeV to 10 GeV), such as the Beijing
Electron Synchrotron (BES) and the Belle and BaBar "B-factory" experiments, use large-angle Bhabha scattering as a luminosity monitor.
To achieve the desired precision at the 0.1% level, the experimental measurements must be compared to a theoretical calculation including
next-to-leading-order radiative corrections.[2] The high-precision measurement of the total hadronic cross section at these low energies is a
crucial input into the theoretical calculation of the anomalous magnetic dipole moment of the muon, which is used to constrain
supersymmetry and other models of physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Bhabha scattering
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In quantum electrodynamics, Bhabha scattering is the electron-positron scattering process:

There are two leading-order Feynman diagrams contributing to this interaction: an annihilation
process and a scattering process. Bhabha scattering is named after the Indian physicist Homi J.
Bhabha.

The Bhabha scattering rate is used as a luminosity monitor in electron-positron colliders.
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Differential cross section
To leading order, the spin-averaged differential cross section for this process is

where s,t, and u are the Mandelstam variables,  is the fine-structure constant, and  is the scattering angle.

This cross section is calculated neglecting the electron mass relative to the collision energy and including only the contribution from
photon exchange. This is a valid approximation at collision energies small compared to the mass scale of the Z boson, about 91 GeV; at
higher energies the contribution from Z boson exchange also becomes important.

Mandelstam variables

In this article, the Mandelstam variables are defined by
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note that all contribution are of the same 
order in the coupling [the charge]

because the coupling is small, we know that 
contributions with more couplings will be 
small corrections [perturbation theory] :: 

importantly they are calculable

8 2.1. THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS

Figure 2.2: Exemplary Feynman diagrams for Bhabha scattering [7] (electron-
positron scattering). The figure is taken from [5], and shows the two
leading order (LO) graphs with two vertices in (a) and (b), as well as
three examples of next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) graphs with
four vertices in (c), (d) and (e). NLO is given by the interference
term of LO and NNLO (virtual), and Feynman graphs as for LO
with additional photon radiation (real).



THE LOOP CORRECTIONS :: RENORMALIZATION

• this type of correction leads to undistinguishable final states 
from the leading order diagrams [the initial and final states are 
the same] 

• the momenta that ‘run’ in the loops is UNCONSTRAINED [it 
can be anything] and has to be integrated over as it is not an 
observable quantity 

• all these integrals lead to INFINITIES [which is not good] 



THE LOOP CORRECTIONS :: RENORMALIZATION

➤ many methods to solve this infinity problem 

➤ all amount to reabsorbing the ‘infinite’ contributions into the 
constants in the Lagrangian [the mass, the coupling] 

➤ this is what is called renormalization 

➤ when it is possible to do it for a theory up to all orders 
[all loops] we say the theory is renormalizable 

➤ all physical theories must be renormalizable



THE RUNNING OF THE COUPLING
➤ an immediate consequence of renormalization [of the vertex] is 

that the coupling ‘constant’ runs [changes] with energy :: the 
strength of the interaction changes with the energy/momentum 
[the inverse of the probing distance] of  at which the interaction 
takes place

The QED running coupling constant II

• In terms of ↵ = g2e/4⇡, the running coupling becomes

↵(Q2) = ↵(0)

⇢
1 +

↵(0)

3⇡
f

✓
Q2

m2
e

◆
+ O(↵2)

�

• The next step is to admit that our theory cannot describe physics at
asymptotically small distances so that we must replace the singu-
lar part of the calculation by measurement. This is called renor-
malisation.40 In QED it means that ↵(0) is replaced by the fine
structure constant ↵ = 1/137, as measured at ‘large’ distances of
the order of the nuclear scale.

• There remains a finite correction term f (Q2) which causes the cou-
pling to run withQ2. This is a consequence of vacuum polarisation,
as we have already discussed on page 6–3.

• It turns out that the e↵ect of the running QED coupling constant
is really small and can safely be neglected at atomic or nuclear
scales. Even at large momentum transfers of Q2 ⇠ 1000 GeV2 at
the HERA collider, the correction to ↵ is only about 1–2%.

Exercise 6.3: [0.5] Calculate ↵(Q2) for Q2 = 1000 GeV2.

40’t Hooft and Veltman showed that this can be done consistently to all orders, without spoiling gauge
invariance: they proved in general that gauge theories are renormalisable. They received for this work the
Nobel prize in 1999.
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𝛼=1/137



HOW WELL DOES QED WORK?
• the electron magnetic dipole moment is the magnetic moment of the electron due to its 

intrinsic properties [charge and spin]  

• at leading order [if you wish from the Dirac equation] is g=2 

• loop-contributions give small corrections :: it has been calculated up to very high 
order [5th] in the coupling [which is a lot of work] and measured with matching 
precision 

• the theoretical prediction verified to highest accuracy in the history of Physics [and a 
very sensitive place to look for new physics (muon g-2) as with loops non-EM 
interactions also become relevant :: at present there is a mismatch of about 4σ 
between theory and experiment]

a[TH] = 0.001 159 652 181 643 (764)

a[EXP] = 0.001 159 652 180 73 (28)

a= (g-2)/2



STRONG INTERACTIONS :: FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES
• over the 40-60s [of last century], as particle colliders became 

available, a large number of particles was discovered [many as 
resonances] experiencing the strong interaction  

• a seriously explored possibility was that ALL of them were 
fundamental [this went well with 60s political views]
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STRONG INTERACTIONS :: FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES
➤ over the 40-60s [of last century], as particle colliders became available, a 

large number of particles was discovered [many as resonances] experiencing 
the strong interaction  

➤ a seriously explored possibility was that ALL of them were fundamental 
[this went well with 60s political views] 

➤ clearly not a very elegant solution 

➤ Gell-Mann and Zweig [1964] proposed that all hadrons known by then were 
composed of more elementary constituents [named quarks after the obscure 
line ‘-Three quarks for Muster Mark!’  in James Joyce’s obscure book 
Finnegans Wake]   

➤ these ‘hypothetical’ quarks would come in 3 flavours 
[u(p),d(own),s(trange)] with the respective anti-particles [as they were 
fermions]



THE EIGHTFOLD WAY

➤ by combining the quarks and anti-quarks in all possible ways it 
was possible to accommodate all known baryons and mesons 
known at the time and PREDICT the existence of a few others 
[later observed]



THE EIGHTFOLD WAY :: A CLEAR PROBLEM

➤ states [particles] predicted and observed have 3 quarks of same flavour [uuu, ddd, sss] 

➤ 3 spin-1/2 fermions in the same quantum state is problematic to say the least [Pauli 
exclusion principle] 

➤ solved by introducing a new quantum number [a charge] called colour [r,g,b] 

➤ all observed particles must be white 

➤ colour is the conserved charge of the strong interactions 

➤ 3 charges :: SU(3) gauge symmetry



WHERE ARE THE QUARKS
➤ although the model with 3 quarks [now we know there are 6] 

each in one of three possible colour states worked well to 
describe hadron zoology 

➤ free quarks had not [and have not] been observed 

➤ do they exist or are simply a convenient mathematical 
construction?



DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

• in electron-proton scattering 
experiments the exchanged [virtual] 
photon acts as a microscope resolving 
structures with size ～1/Q2 

• for low Q2 the proton is seen as a 
whole 

• increasing Q2 probes the proton 
internal structure [if any] 

• experimental results at sufficiently 
high Q2 consistent with the existence 
of 3 quarks in the proton

FRIEDMAN, KENDALL, TAYLOR [SLAC-MIT EXPERIMENTS 1968- :: NOBEL 1990]

Un-ki Yang, Frontier of Particle Physics II - DIS 3

Elastic and Inelastic scattering

Electron-proton scattering can be described

as an exchange of a virtual photon.

 At low Q2   (momentum carried by photon

      is low), its wavelength is long compared

with the size of the proton. It will not be

     able to resolve any proton structure but

will see the nucleon as a point.

 At medium Q2, its wavelength is

comparable to the proton size.

The photon begins to resolve the finite

size of the proton.

 At high Q2  the photon wavelength

     is much shorter than the nucleon size

     and the photon can resolve the internal

structure of the proton if exists.

P

Electron-Proton Scattering



WHY ARE QUARKS NEVER FREE ?
➤ look at the QCD Lagrangian [built like we did for QED but now 

imposing a SU(3) gauge symmetry]



QCD IN ONE SLIDE

Lagrangian structure fixed by requirement of SU(3)colour gauge symmetry

not gauge invariant

:: each quark flavour [u,d,c,s,b,t] exists in 3 colours [r,g,b]  
:: quark carries one colour index :: fundamental representation of SU(3) [triplet]

LQCD =
X

flavours

 ̄a

�
i�µ@µ �m

�
 a kinetic term :: quark propagation

:: need to introduce gauge field [gluon] to fulfil gauge invariance  
:: gluon carries two colour indices :: adjoint representation of SU(3) [octet]

gauge fieldinteraction term quark-gluon vertex

:: once new field available, include all further gauge invariant terms
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The hope is that these basics will come in useful for day-to-day work with the QCD facets of hadron
collider physics. In the fifty or so pages of these lectures, it will be impossible to give full treatment of
any of the topics we will encounter. For that the reader is referred to any of the classic textbooks about
QCD at colliders [1–3].

1.1 The Lagrangian and colour
Let us start with a brief reminder of the components of the QCD Lagrangian. This section will be rather
dense, but we will return to some of the points in more detail later. As already mentioned, quarks come
in three colours. So rather than representing them with a single spinor !, we will need the spinor to carry
also a colour index a, which runs from 1 . . . 3,

!a =

!

"

!1

!2

!3

#

$ . (1)

The quark part of the Lagrangian (for a single flavour) can be written

Lq = !̄a(i"
µ#µ$ab ! gs"

µtCabA
C
µ !m)!b , (2)

where the "µ are the usual Dirac matrices; the AC
µ are gluon fields, with a Lorentz index µ and a colour

index C that goes from 1 . . . 8. Quarks are in the fundamental representation of the SU(3) (colour) group,
while gluons are in the adjoint representation. Each of the eight gluon fields acts on the quark colour
through one of the ‘generator’ matrices of the SU(3) group, the tCab factor in Eq. (2). One convention for
writing the matrices is tA " 1

2%
A with

%1 =

!

"

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

#

$ , %2 =

!

"

0 !i 0
i 0 0
0 0 0

#

$ , %3 =

!

"

1 0 0
0 !1 0
0 0 0

#

$ , %4 =

!

"

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

#

$ ,

%5 =

!

"

0 0 !i
0 0 0
i 0 0

#

$ , %6 =

!

"

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

#

$ , %7 =

!

"

0 0 0
0 0 !i
0 i 0

#

$ , %8 =

!

%
"

1!
3

0 0

0 1!
3

0

0 0 "2!
3

#

&
$ .

By looking at the first of these, together with the tCabAC
µ!b term of LQ, one can immediately get a feel for

what gluons do: a gluon with (adjoint) colour index C = 1 acts on quarks through the matrix t1 = 1
2%

1.
That matrix takes green quarks (b = 2) and turns them into red quarks (a = 1), and vice versa. In other
words, when a gluon interacts with a quark it repaints the colour of the quark, taking away one colour
and replacing it with another. The likelihood with which this happens is governed by the strong coupling
constant gs. Note that the repainting analogy is less evident for some of the other colour matrices, but it
still remains essentially correct.

The second part of the QCD Lagrangian is purely gluonic

LG = !
1

4
Fµ!
A FAµ! (3)

where the gluon field tensor FA
µ! is given by

FA
µ! = #µAA

! ! #!AA
! ! gs fABCAB

µAC
! [tA, tB ] = ifABCt

C , (4)

where the fABC are the structure constants of SU(3) (defined through the commutators of the tA ma-
trices). Note the major difference with QED here, namely the presence of a term gs fABCAB

µAC
! with

two gluon fields. The presence of such a term is one of the major differences with QED, and, as we will

3

A, µ

ba
!igstAba!µ

A, µ

B, ν

C, ρ

p

q

r

!gsfABC [(p! q)!gµ"

+(q ! r)µg"!

+(r ! p)"g!µ]

B, ν

D, σ

C, ρ

A, µ

!ig2sfXACfXBD[gµ"g!#!gµ#g"$ ]+
(C, !)" (D, ") + (B, #)" (C, !)

Fig. 2: The interaction vertices of the Feynman rules of QCD

A, µ

b a

A, µ

B, ν

C, ρ

p

q

r

Fig. 3: Schematic colour flow interpretation of the quark–quark–gluon (tAab, left) and triple-gluon (fABC , right)
vertices of QCD. These interpretations are only sensible insofar as one imagines that the number of colours in
QCD, Nc = 3, is large.

we need a lattice spacing of order 1/(14TeV) # 10!5 fm to resolve everything that happens. Non-
perturbative dynamics for quarks/hadrons near rest takes place on a timescale t # 1

0.5GeV # 0.4 fm/c.
But hadrons at LHC have a boost factor of up to 104, so the extent of the lattice should be about 4000 fm.
That tells us that if we are to resolve high-momentum transfer interactions and at the same time follow
the evolution of quark and gluon fields up to the point where they form hadrons, we would need about
4 $ 108 lattice units in each direction, of # 3 $ 1034 nodes. Not to mention the problem with high
particle multiplicities (current lattice calculations seldom involve more than two or three particles) and
all the issues that relate to the use of imaginary time in lattice calculations. Of course, that’s not to say
that it might not be possible, one day, to find clever tricks that would enable lattice calculations to deal
with high-energy reactions. However, with today’s methods, any lattice calculation of the properties
of LHC proton–proton scattering seems highly unlikely. For this reason, we will not give any further
discussion of lattice QCD here, but instead refer the curious reader to textbooks and reviews for more
details [10–13].

1.2.2 Perturbative QCD

Perturbative QCD relies on the idea of an order-by-order expansion in a small coupling $s =
g2s
4% % 1.

Some given observable f can then be predicted as

f = f1$s + f2$
2
s + f3$

3
s + . . . , (7)

where one might calculate just the first one or two terms of the series, with the understanding that
remaining ones should be small.

The principal technique to calculate the coefficients fi of the above series is through the use of
Feynman diagrammatic (or other related) techniques. The interaction vertices of the QCD Feynman rules
are shown in Fig. 2 (in some gauges one also needs to consider ghosts, but they will be irrelevant for our
discussions here).

The qqg interaction in Fig. 2 comes from the %̄ags!µtCabAC
µ%b term of the Lagrangian. We have

5
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WELL, TWO…

The hope is that these basics will come in useful for day-to-day work with the QCD facets of hadron
collider physics. In the fifty or so pages of these lectures, it will be impossible to give full treatment of
any of the topics we will encounter. For that the reader is referred to any of the classic textbooks about
QCD at colliders [1–3].

1.1 The Lagrangian and colour
Let us start with a brief reminder of the components of the QCD Lagrangian. This section will be rather
dense, but we will return to some of the points in more detail later. As already mentioned, quarks come
in three colours. So rather than representing them with a single spinor !, we will need the spinor to carry
also a colour index a, which runs from 1 . . . 3,

!a =
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$ . (1)

The quark part of the Lagrangian (for a single flavour) can be written

Lq = !̄a(i"
µ#µ$ab ! gs"

µtCabA
C
µ !m)!b , (2)

where the "µ are the usual Dirac matrices; the AC
µ are gluon fields, with a Lorentz index µ and a colour

index C that goes from 1 . . . 8. Quarks are in the fundamental representation of the SU(3) (colour) group,
while gluons are in the adjoint representation. Each of the eight gluon fields acts on the quark colour
through one of the ‘generator’ matrices of the SU(3) group, the tCab factor in Eq. (2). One convention for
writing the matrices is tA " 1

2%
A with

%1 =
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0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
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By looking at the first of these, together with the tCabAC
µ!b term of LQ, one can immediately get a feel for

what gluons do: a gluon with (adjoint) colour index C = 1 acts on quarks through the matrix t1 = 1
2%

1.
That matrix takes green quarks (b = 2) and turns them into red quarks (a = 1), and vice versa. In other
words, when a gluon interacts with a quark it repaints the colour of the quark, taking away one colour
and replacing it with another. The likelihood with which this happens is governed by the strong coupling
constant gs. Note that the repainting analogy is less evident for some of the other colour matrices, but it
still remains essentially correct.

The second part of the QCD Lagrangian is purely gluonic

LG = !
1

4
Fµ!
A FAµ! (3)

where the gluon field tensor FA
µ! is given by

FA
µ! = #µAA

! ! #!AA
! ! gs fABCAB

µAC
! [tA, tB ] = ifABCt

C , (4)

where the fABC are the structure constants of SU(3) (defined through the commutators of the tA ma-
trices). Note the major difference with QED here, namely the presence of a term gs fABCAB

µAC
! with

two gluon fields. The presence of such a term is one of the major differences with QED, and, as we will

3

gluon propagator + gluon self-interactions
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Fig. 2: The interaction vertices of the Feynman rules of QCD
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Fig. 3: Schematic colour flow interpretation of the quark–quark–gluon (tAab, left) and triple-gluon (fABC , right)
vertices of QCD. These interpretations are only sensible insofar as one imagines that the number of colours in
QCD, Nc = 3, is large.

we need a lattice spacing of order 1/(14TeV) # 10!5 fm to resolve everything that happens. Non-
perturbative dynamics for quarks/hadrons near rest takes place on a timescale t # 1

0.5GeV # 0.4 fm/c.
But hadrons at LHC have a boost factor of up to 104, so the extent of the lattice should be about 4000 fm.
That tells us that if we are to resolve high-momentum transfer interactions and at the same time follow
the evolution of quark and gluon fields up to the point where they form hadrons, we would need about
4 $ 108 lattice units in each direction, of # 3 $ 1034 nodes. Not to mention the problem with high
particle multiplicities (current lattice calculations seldom involve more than two or three particles) and
all the issues that relate to the use of imaginary time in lattice calculations. Of course, that’s not to say
that it might not be possible, one day, to find clever tricks that would enable lattice calculations to deal
with high-energy reactions. However, with today’s methods, any lattice calculation of the properties
of LHC proton–proton scattering seems highly unlikely. For this reason, we will not give any further
discussion of lattice QCD here, but instead refer the curious reader to textbooks and reviews for more
details [10–13].

1.2.2 Perturbative QCD

Perturbative QCD relies on the idea of an order-by-order expansion in a small coupling $s =
g2s
4% % 1.

Some given observable f can then be predicted as

f = f1$s + f2$
2
s + f3$

3
s + . . . , (7)

where one might calculate just the first one or two terms of the series, with the understanding that
remaining ones should be small.

The principal technique to calculate the coefficients fi of the above series is through the use of
Feynman diagrammatic (or other related) techniques. The interaction vertices of the QCD Feynman rules
are shown in Fig. 2 (in some gauges one also needs to consider ghosts, but they will be irrelevant for our
discussions here).

The qqg interaction in Fig. 2 comes from the %̄ags!µtCabAC
µ%b term of the Lagrangian. We have
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vertices of QCD. These interpretations are only sensible insofar as one imagines that the number of colours in
QCD, Nc = 3, is large.

we need a lattice spacing of order 1/(14TeV) # 10!5 fm to resolve everything that happens. Non-
perturbative dynamics for quarks/hadrons near rest takes place on a timescale t # 1

0.5GeV # 0.4 fm/c.
But hadrons at LHC have a boost factor of up to 104, so the extent of the lattice should be about 4000 fm.
That tells us that if we are to resolve high-momentum transfer interactions and at the same time follow
the evolution of quark and gluon fields up to the point where they form hadrons, we would need about
4 $ 108 lattice units in each direction, of # 3 $ 1034 nodes. Not to mention the problem with high
particle multiplicities (current lattice calculations seldom involve more than two or three particles) and
all the issues that relate to the use of imaginary time in lattice calculations. Of course, that’s not to say
that it might not be possible, one day, to find clever tricks that would enable lattice calculations to deal
with high-energy reactions. However, with today’s methods, any lattice calculation of the properties
of LHC proton–proton scattering seems highly unlikely. For this reason, we will not give any further
discussion of lattice QCD here, but instead refer the curious reader to textbooks and reviews for more
details [10–13].

1.2.2 Perturbative QCD

Perturbative QCD relies on the idea of an order-by-order expansion in a small coupling $s =
g2s
4% % 1.

Some given observable f can then be predicted as

f = f1$s + f2$
2
s + f3$

3
s + . . . , (7)

where one might calculate just the first one or two terms of the series, with the understanding that
remaining ones should be small.

The principal technique to calculate the coefficients fi of the above series is through the use of
Feynman diagrammatic (or other related) techniques. The interaction vertices of the QCD Feynman rules
are shown in Fig. 2 (in some gauges one also needs to consider ghosts, but they will be irrelevant for our
discussions here).

The qqg interaction in Fig. 2 comes from the %̄ags!µtCabAC
µ%b term of the Lagrangian. We have
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Microscopic description

Lagrangian

L = �1
2
tr Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ �
X

f

 ̄f (i�
µDµ �mf ) f

with

Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @⌫Aµ � ig[Aµ,A⌫ ], Dµ = @µ � igAµ

Particle content

N2
c � 1 = 8 real massless vector bosons: gluons

Nc ⇥Nf massive Dirac fermions: quarks

Quark masses

Up 2.3 MeV Charm 1275 MeV Top 173 GeV
Down 4.8 MeV Strange 95 MeV Bottom 4180 MeV

4 / 75



ASYMPTOTIC FREEDOM AND CONFINEMENT

✓ renormalization [cancellation of divergences in higher order corrections] makes 
the coupling scale dependant 

✓ self-interacting gauge fields lead to asymptotic freedom 

LQCD = �1

4
FA
µ⌫F

µ⌫,A +
X

flavours

 ̄a

⇣�
i�µ@µ �m

�
�ab � gs�

µtCabA
C
µ

⌘
 b

:: quarks and gluon can only behave freely at high 
momentum scales [small distances] thus always 
observed confined within hadrons

2 9. Quantum chromodynamics

The fundamental parameters of QCD are the coupling gs (or !s =
g2
s

4"
) and the quark

masses mq.

There is freedom for an additional CP-violating term to be present in the QCD

Lagrangian, #
!s

8"
FA

µ! F̃A µ! , where F̃A µ! is the dual of the gluon field tensor,
1

2
$µ!"#FA "#,

where $µ!"# is the fully antisymmetric Levi-Cevita symbol. Experimental limits on the
neutron electric dipole moment [2] constrain the coe!cient of this contribution to satisfy
|#| ! 10!10. Further discussion is to be found in Ref. 3 and in the Axions section in the
Listings of this Review.

This section will concentrate mainly on perturbative aspects of QCD as they relate
to collider physics. Related textbooks and reviews include Refs. 1,4–7. Aspects specific
to Monte Carlo event generators are reviewed in the dedicated section 41. Lattice QCD
is also reviewed in a section of its own, Sec. 18, with further discussion of perturbative
and non-perturbative aspects to be found in the sections on “Quark Masses”, “The
CKM quark-mixing matrix”, “Structure Functions”, “Fragmentation Functions”, and
“Heavy-Quark and Soft-Collinear E"ective Theory” in this Review. For an overview
of some of the QCD issues and recent results in heavy-ion physics, see for example
Refs. [8–10].

9.1.1. Running coupling :

In the framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD), predictions for observables are
expressed in terms of the renormalized coupling !s(µ2

R), a function of an (unphysical)
renormalization scale µR. When one takes µR close to the scale of the momentum
transfer Q in a given process, then !s(µ2

R ! Q2) is indicative of the e"ective strength of
the strong interaction in that process.

The coupling satisfies the following renormalization group equation (RGE):

µ2
R

d!s

dµ2
R

= %(!s) = "(b0!
2
s + b1!

3
s + b2!

4
s + · · ·) (9.3)

where b0 = (11CA " 4nfTR)/(12") = (33 " 2nf )/(12") is referred to as the 1-loop %-

function coe!cient, the 2-loop coe!cient is b1 = (17C2
A " nfTR(10CA + 6CF ))/(24"2) =

(153 " 19nf )/(24"2), and the 3-loop coe!cient is b2 = (2857 " 5033
9 nf + 325

27 n2
f )/(128"3)

for the SU(3) values of CA and CF . The 4-loop coe!cient, b3, is to be found in Refs. 11,
12. The coe!cients b2 and b3 (and beyond) are renormalization-scheme-dependent, and
given here in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme [13], by far the most widely
used scheme in QCD.

The minus sign in Eq. (9.3) is the origin of Asymptotic Freedom [14,15], i.e. the fact
that the strong coupling becomes weak for processes involving large momentum transfers
(“hard processes”). For momentum transfers in the 100 GeV – TeV range, !s # 0.1,
while the theory is strongly interacting for scales around and below 1 GeV.

The %-function coe!cients, the bi, are given for the coupling of an e!ective theory in
which nf of the quark flavors are considered light (mq $ µR), and in which the remaining
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in this category, removing this pre-average would not change the final result within the quoted
uncertainty.

αs(MZ
2) = 0.1179 ± 0.0010

α s
(Q

2 )
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Figure 9.3: Summary of measurements of –s as a function of the energy scale Q. The respective
degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of –s is indicated in brackets (NLO:
next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to-leading order; NNLO+res.: NNLO matched to a
resummed calculation; N3LO: next-to-NNLO).

9.4.3 Deep-inelastic scattering and global PDF fits:

Studies of DIS final states have led to a number of precise determinations of –s: a combination [501]
of precision measurements at HERA, based on NLO fits to inclusive jet cross sections in neutral
current DIS at high Q

2, provides combined values of –s at di�erent energy scales Q, as shown
in Fig. 9.3, and quotes a combined result of –s(M2

Z
) = 0.1198 ± 0.0032. A more recent study

of multijet production [373], based on improved reconstruction and data calibration, confirms the
general picture, albeit with a somewhat smaller value of –s(M2

Z
) = 0.1165±0.0039, still at NLO. An
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WHY ARE QUARKS NEVER FREE ?
➤ look at the QCD Lagrangian [built like we did for QED but now 

imposing a SU(3) gauge symmetry] 

➤ self-coupling of gluons leads makes [renormalized] coupling 
grow with increasing distance [confinement and asymptotic 
freedom]

F a
µ � = ∂µ A a

� ⌧ ∂ � A a
µ ⌧ g f a bc A b

µ A c
�

D µ = ∂µ + ig A a
µ T a

LQCD = �1

4
F a
µ⌫F

µ⌫
a +  ̄i

�
i�µDµ �m

�
ij
 j

gauge bosons [gluons] self-interact  
unlike photons in electrodynamics

Gross, Politzer, Wilczec [1973 :: Nobel 2004]



O problema:

Á percura do bosón de Higgs. 4

● Unificación do EM (Maxwell, 1873) → teorías que unifiquen as 
interaccións da materia.

● Fermi (1934): teoría da interacción feble, non
permite cálculos a alta enerxía (non renormalizable).

● Yang-Mills (1954): invariancia gauge (EM e máis).

● 1930-1960: búsqueda de teorías
gauge que unifiquen as interaccións;
simetría SU(2)×U(1)(Glashow, 1961)
espontaneamente rota (Weinberg,
Salam, 1967): Modelo Estándar electro-feble.

● A rotura espontánea da simetría da lugar a bosóns de 
intercambio W±,Z0 sin masa (Goldstone) ⇒ alcance infinito; unha 

maneira de darlle masa é o mecanismo de Higgs (1964).
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UNIFICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS
• Electricity and Magnetism [Maxwell 1873] 

• weak interaction [Fermi 1934] 

• non-renormalizable [divergent at high energies] 

• gauge invariance [Yang & Mills 1954] 

• 1930-60 :: search for gauge theories that unify EM and weak 
interaction (at this point it was not clear at all that strong 
interactions would fit in the QFT language) 

• SU(2)⊗U(1) symmetry [Glashow 1961] 

• spontaneous symmetry breaking [Weinberg & Salam 1967]

massless [Goldstone] gauge bosons which would lead to infinite range forces 
acquire mass through a simple mechanism 

Englert-Brout-Higgs-Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble [1964] mechanism
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-UNIFICATION OF FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS

• Electricity and Magnetism [Maxwell 1873] 

• weak interaction [Fermi 1934] 

• non-renormalizable [divergent at high energies] 

• gauge invariance [Yang & Mills 1954] 

• 1930-60 :: search for gauge theories that unify EM and weak 
interaction (at this point it was not clear at all that strong 
interactions would fit in the QFT language) 

• SU(2)⊗U(1) symmetry [Glashow 1961] 

• quebra espontânea [Weinberg & Salam 1967]

bosões de gauge [mediadores da interacção]  
com massa nula [Goldstone] :: forças de alcance infinito

forma [a mais simples] de atribuir massa aos bosões de gauge [1964]
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BROKEN SYMMETRIES AND THE MASSES OF GAUGE BOSONS
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(Received 31 August 1964)

In a recent note' it was shown that the Gold-
stone theorem, ' that Lorentz-covaria. nt field
theories in which spontaneous breakdown of
symmetry under an internal Lie group occurs
contain zero-mass particles, fails if and only if
the conserved currents associated with the in-
ternal group are coupled to gauge fields. The
purpose of the present note is to report that,
as a consequence of this coupling, the spin-one
quanta of some of the gauge fields acquire mass;
the longitudinal degrees of freedom of these par-
ticles (which would be absent if their mass were
zero) go over into the Goldstone bosons when the
coupling tends to zero. This phenomenon is just
the relativistic analog of the plasmon phenome-
non to which Anderson' has drawn attention:
that the scalar zero-mass excitations of a super-
conducting neutral Fermi gas become longitudi-
nal plasmon modes of finite mass when the gas
is charged.
The simplest theory which exhibits this be-

havior is a gauge-invariant version of a model
used by Goldstone' himself: Two real' scalar
fields y„y, and a real vector field A interact
through the Lagrangian density

2 2
L =-&(&v ) -@'7v )1 2

2 2 ~ JL(,V—V(rp + y ) -P'1 2 P,v

where

V p =~ p -eA
1 jL(, 1 p, 2'

p2 +eA {p1'

F =8 A -BA
PV P, V V

e is a dimensionless coupling constant, and the
metric is taken as -+++. I. is invariant under
simultaneous gauge transformations of the first
kind on y, + iy, and of the second kind on A
Let us suppose that V'(cpa') = 0, V"(&p,') ) 0; then
spontaneous breakdown of U(1) symmetry occurs.
Consider the equations [derived from (1) by
treating ~y„ay„and A & as small quantities]
governing the propagation of small oscillations

about the "vacuum" solution y, (x) =0, y, (x) = y, :
s "(s (np )-ep A )=0,1 0 (2a)

(&'-4e,'V"(y,')f(&y, ) = 0, (2b)

s r"'=eq (s"(c,p, ) ep A-t.
V 0 1 0 p,

(2c)

Pv 2 2
8 B =0, 8 t" +e y 8 =0.

v 0 (4)

Equation (4) describes vector waves whose quanta
have (bare) mass ey, . In the absence of the gauge
field coupling (e =0) the situation is quite differ-
ent: Equations (2a) and (2c) describe zero-mass
scalar and vector bosons, respectively. In pass-
ing, we note that the right-hand side of (2c) is
just the linear approximation to the conserved
current: It is linear in the vector potential,
gauge invariance being maintained by the pres-
ence of the gradient term. '
When one considers theoretical models in

which spontaneous breakdown of symmetry under
a semisimple group occurs, one encounters a
variety of possible situations corresponding to
the various distinct irreducible representations
to which the scalar fields may belong; the gauge
field always belongs to the adjoint representa-
tion. ' The model of the most immediate inter-
est is that in which the scalar fields form an
octet under SU(3): Here one finds the possibil-
ity of two nonvanishing vacuum expectation val-
ues, which may be chosen to be the two Y=0,
I3=0 members of the octet. There are two
massive scalar bosons with just these quantum
numbers; the remaining six components of the
scalar octet combine with the corresponding
components of the gauge-field octet to describe

Equation (2b) describes waves whose quanta have
(bare) mass 2po(V"(yo'))'"; Eqs. (2a) and (2c)
may be transformed, by the introduction of new
var iables

fl =A -(ey ) '8 (n, (p ),
p. 0 p, 1'

G =8 B -BB =F
IL(.V p. V V p, LL(V

into the form
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It is of interest to inquire whether gauge
vector mesons acquire mass through interac-
tion'; by a gauge vector meson we mean a
Yang-Mills field' associated with the extension
of a Lie group from global to local symmetry.
The importance of this problem resides in the
possibility that strong-interaction physics orig-
inates from massive gauge fields related to a
system of conserved currents. ' In this note,
we shall show that in certain cases vector
mesons do indeed acquire mass when the vac-
uum is degenerate with respect to a compact
Lie group.
Theories with degenerate vacuum (broken

symmetry) have been the subject of intensive
study since their inception by Nambu. ' ' A
characteristic feature of such theories is the
possible existence of zero-mass bosons which
tend to restore the symmetry. 'y' We shall
show that it is precisely these singularities
which maintain the gauge invariance of the
theory, despite the fact that the vector meson
acquires mass.
~e shall first treat the case where the orig-

inal fields are a set of bosons qA which trans-
form as a basis for a representation of a com-
pact Lie group. This example should be con-
sidered as a rather general phenomenological
model. As such, we shall not study the par-
ticular mechanism by which the symmetry is
broken but simply assume that such a mech-
anism exists. A calculation performed in low-
est order perturbation theory indicates that

those vector mesons which are coupled to cur-
rents that "rotate" the original vacuum are the
ones which acquire mass [see Eq. (6)].
~e shall then examine a particular model

based on chirality invariance which may have a
more fundamental significance. Here we begin
with a chirality-invariant Lagrangian and intro-
duce both vector and pseudovector gauge fields,
thereby guaranteeing invariance under both local
phase and local y, -phase transformations. In
this model the gauge fields themselves may break
the y, invariance leading to a mass for the orig-
inal Fermi field. ~e shall show in this case
that the pseudovector field acquires mass.
In the last paragraph we sketch a simple

argument which renders these results reason-
able.
(1) Lest the simplicity of the argument be

shrouded in a cloud of indices, we first con-
sider a one-parameter Abelian group, repre-
senting, for example, the phase transformation
of a charged boson; we then present the general-
ization to an arbitrary compact Lie group.
The interaction between the y and the A &fields is

H. =ieA y~8 y-e'y*yA Aint p. p, p, p,
'

where y =(y, +iy, )/v2. We shall break the
symmetry by fixing &y) e0 in the vacuum, with
the phase chosen for convenience such that
&V) =&q ') =&q,)/~2.
%'e shall assume that the application of the
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from one or more compound states, probably in
the 'P and S configurations. '~'
The position of the hydrogen resonance on the

energy scale is in very good agreement with the-
oretical predictions, which range from 9.6 to
9.8 ev.
Because of the difficulty of the present experi-

ment the author had to seek advice on many as-
pects of the experiment. He is indebted to A. O.
McCoubrey, R. F. C. Vessot, and F. Kaufman
for advice on handling of atomic hydrogen; to
B.R. McAvoy, J. L. Pack, and J. L. Moruzzi
for advice on and loan of high-power microwave
equipment; to A. V. Phelps and P. J. Chantry for
frequent discussions; and to %. J. Uhlig, J. Kear-
ney, and H. T. Garstka for technical assistance.
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volved is the ~S state.
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Processes, edited by M. R. C. McDowell (John Wi-
ley @ Sons, Inc. , New York, 1964). They calculate
the energy at resonance resulting from the {2s2P}P
state to be 9.78 eV, width 0.009 eV. They also cal-
culate resonances resulting from (ls2s) ~S and
(ls2P) ~P configurations at much lower energies.
M. Gailitis and R. Damburg, Proc. Phys. Soc.

(London) 82, 192 (1963), find the minimum of the
cross section at 9.6 eV (singlet) and 9.8 eV (no ex-

change) i
M. H. Mittleman, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 145

(1962), finds the minimum in the cross section at
9.8 eV.
~K. Smith, R. F. Eachran, and P. A. Frazer,

Phys. Rev. 125, 553 (1962).
~A. Temkin and R. Pohle, Phys. Rev. Letters
10, 22 (1963), find the minimum in the cross sec-
tion just below 9.7 eV.
VA. Herzenberg, K. L. Kwok, and F. Mandl, Proc.

Phys. Soc. (London) 84, 345 (1964), discuss the 'S
level at 9.61 eV.
G. J. Schulz, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 104 (1963).
R. J. Fleming and G. S. Higginson, Proc. Phys.

Soc. (London) 81, 974 (1963); see also J. A. Simpson
and U. Fano, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 158 (1963).
~OG. J. Schulz, Phys. Rev. 136, A650 (1964).
'~In addition to the usual problems encountered in
calibrating energy scales, the charging of the glass
and the existence of a residual plasma in the region
in which the electron beam traverses the gas stream
may play a role in establishing the potential in that
region.
' The elastic cross section in both molecular and
atomic hydrogen decreases with electron energy;
thus the transmitted current vs electron energy under
our operating conditions is a steeply rising function.
On such a curve it would be very difficult to observe
a resonance. Fortunately„ the elastic cross section
of H20 increases with energy in the 9- to 10-eV range
and thus it is possible to alter the slope of the trans-
mitted current vs electron energy by admixing vari-
ous amounts of H20 to Hz.' In a mixture of H2 and H20 it is difficult to estab-
lish the proper energy scale. In a mixture of H2 and
Ne, the rare gas serves both as a buffer gas for en-
hanced dissociation and as a calibrating gas.
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In all of the fairly numerous attempts to date to
formulate a consistent field theory possessing a
broken symmetry, Goldstone's remarkable the-
orem' has played an important role. This theo-
rem, briefly stated, asserts that if there exists
a conserved operator Q; such that

[q.,a (x)j=Q f. .„X (x),

and if it is possible consistently to take Q&f. &k ggk
x(OIAy I 0)t 0, then A (x) has a zero-mass par-
ticle in its spectrum. It has more recently been
observed that the assumed Lorentz invariance
essential to the proof' may allow one the hope of
avoiding such massless particles through the in-

troduction of vector gauge fields and the conse-
quent breakdown of manifest covariance. ' This,
of course, represents a departure from the as-
sumptions of the theorem, and a limitation on
its applicability which in no way reflects on the
general validity of the proof.
In this note we shall show, within the frame-

work of a simple soluble field theory, that it is
possible consistently to break a symmetry (in
the sense that Q~t;&~(OIA~ I 0) x 0) without requir-
ing that A(x) excite a zero-mass particle. While
this result might suggest a general procedure
for the elimination of unwanted massless bosons,
it will be seen that this has been accomplished
by giving up the global conservation law usually
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in which the electron beam traverses the gas stream
may play a role in establishing the potential in that
region.
' The elastic cross section in both molecular and
atomic hydrogen decreases with electron energy;
thus the transmitted current vs electron energy under
our operating conditions is a steeply rising function.
On such a curve it would be very difficult to observe
a resonance. Fortunately„ the elastic cross section
of H20 increases with energy in the 9- to 10-eV range
and thus it is possible to alter the slope of the trans-
mitted current vs electron energy by admixing vari-
ous amounts of H20 to Hz.' In a mixture of H2 and H20 it is difficult to estab-
lish the proper energy scale. In a mixture of H2 and
Ne, the rare gas serves both as a buffer gas for en-
hanced dissociation and as a calibrating gas.

GLOBAL CONSERVATION LAWS AND MASSLESS PARTICLES*

G. S. Guralnik, f C. R. Hagen, f.and T. %. B. Kibble
Department of Physics, Imperial College, London, England

(Received 12 October 1964)

In all of the fairly numerous attempts to date to
formulate a consistent field theory possessing a
broken symmetry, Goldstone's remarkable the-
orem' has played an important role. This theo-
rem, briefly stated, asserts that if there exists
a conserved operator Q; such that

[q.,a (x)j=Q f. .„X (x),

and if it is possible consistently to take Q&f. &k ggk
x(OIAy I 0)t 0, then A (x) has a zero-mass par-
ticle in its spectrum. It has more recently been
observed that the assumed Lorentz invariance
essential to the proof' may allow one the hope of
avoiding such massless particles through the in-

troduction of vector gauge fields and the conse-
quent breakdown of manifest covariance. ' This,
of course, represents a departure from the as-
sumptions of the theorem, and a limitation on
its applicability which in no way reflects on the
general validity of the proof.
In this note we shall show, within the frame-

work of a simple soluble field theory, that it is
possible consistently to break a symmetry (in
the sense that Q~t;&~(OIA~ I 0) x 0) without requir-
ing that A(x) excite a zero-mass particle. While
this result might suggest a general procedure
for the elimination of unwanted massless bosons,
it will be seen that this has been accomplished
by giving up the global conservation law usually
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the only mentioning that the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism implies the existence of a scalar boson  
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SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
• simple example with two real scalar fields φ1, φ2 [or a complex 

valued scalar field] 

• select a minimum (e.g., ) 

• symmetry is spontaneously broken :: vacuum is not invariant 
for symmetries of the lagrangian 

Φ1 = μ/λ; Φ2 = 0

L = T [�1] + T [�2]� U [�1, �2]

U [�1, �2] = �1
2
µ2(�2

1 + �2
2) +

1
4
�2(�2

1 + �2
2)

2

maximum: Φ1 = Φ2 = 0

minima: (Φ2
1 + Φ2

2) = μ2/λ2



SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
• simple example with two real scalar fields φ1, φ2 [or a complex 

valued scalar field] 

• select a minimum (e.g., ) 

• symmetry is spontaneously broken :: vacuum is not invariant 
for symmetries of the lagrangian  

• expand around the minimum

Φ1 = μ/λ; Φ2 = 0

L = T [�1] + T [�2]� U [�1, �2]

U [�1, �2] = �1
2
µ2(�2

1 + �2
2) +

1
4
�2(�2

1 + �2
2)

2

⌘ ⌘ �1 �
µ

�
⇠ ⌘ �2

L = T [⌘]� µ2⌘2 + T [⇠]� 0� µ�(⌘3 + ⌘⇠2)� �2

4
(⌘4 + ⇠4 + 2⌘2⇠2) +

µ4

4�2

massive η field massless ξ field



SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
• spontaneous symmetry breaking is an universal phenomenon 

• occurs, for example, in a system of magnetic dipoles

A rotura espontánea da simetría:

Á percura do bosón de Higgs. 5

● Vexamos un exemplo con dous campos ϕ1 e ϕ2:

● ϕ1=ϕ2=0 máximo, (ϕ12+ϕ22)=μ2/λ2 mínimo, temos que escoller 
un (e.g. ϕ1=μ/λ, ϕ2=0): rotura espontánea da simetría (Nambu).
Vacío (perturbativo) non invariante baixo simetría de rotacións de L.

● A partir dun potencial, expandindo
arredor dun mínimo (escollendo un e por
tanto rompendo a simetría), aparece un
campo con masa (η) e un sin ela
(ξ, bosón de Goldstone).

U(ϕ1,ϕ2)
� ⌘ ⌅1 � µ/⇥, ⇤ ⌘ ⌅2 =)

L = T [�]�µ2�2 + T [⇤]�0� µ⇥(�3 + �⇤2)

L = T [⇥1] + T [⇥2]�U [⇥1,⇥2], U [⇥1,⇥2] = �1

2
µ2

�
⇥2
1 + ⇥2

2

�
+

1

4
�2

�
⇥2
1 + ⇥2

2

�2

�⇥2

4

�
�4 + ⇤4 + 2�2⇤2

�
+

µ4

4⇥2

● A rotura espontánea da simetría é un fenómeno universal. E.g.  
sucede nun sistema de dipolos magnéticos.

T>Tc T<Tc



THE […]- HIGGS - […] MECHANISM
• gauge theory (i.e., with a local symmetry) for a complex scalar field 

  

• [transverse] massless gauge field  

• gauge symmetry  

•  

• expand around minimum 

Φ = Φ1 + iΦ2

Aμ

Φ ⟶ e−iθ(x) Φ

Aμ → Aμ + ∂μθ(x); Dμ → ∂μ + iqAμ ; Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ

L =
1
2
(Dµ�)⇤(Dµ�)� 1

4
Fµ⌫Fµ⌫ +

1
2
µ2�⇤�� 1

4
�2(�⇤�)2

⌘ ⌘ �1 �
µ

�
⇠ ⌘ �2 ! 0

�
✓ = arctan(�2/�1)

�

L =
1
2
(@µ⌘)⇤(@µ⌘)�

1
4
Fµ⌫Fµ⌫

� µ2⌘2 +
q2µ2

2�2
AµAµ +O(3)

massive Higgs boson mass for gauge boson  
[adds longitudinal polarization dof]



IN SUPERCONDUCTORS
• Ginzburg-Landau explanation of the Meissner effect 

• photon acquires effective mass and penetration in the 
superconductor field has a range 1/m

O mecanismo de Higgs:

Á percura do bosón de Higgs. 6

● Agora ϕ=ϕ1+iϕ2, ϕ*ϕ=ϕ12+ϕ22 e a xeralización local (gauge) da 
simetría de rotación ϕ→e-iθ(x)ϕ, e introducimos un potencial gauge  
Aμ(ten que ter m=0, transversal),
Aμ→ Aμ+∂μθ(x), Dμ=∂μ+iqAμ/(ħc), Fμν=∂μAν-∂νAμ.

● De novo, hai rotura espontánea da simetría e escollendo η=ϕ1-
μ/λ, ξ=ϕ2→0 (θ=arctg(ϕ2/ϕ1)

● Aparece un bosón masivo (η, bosón de Higgs) e o bosón de 
gauge Aμ volveuse masivo adquirindo ξ (polarización lonxitudinal).

L =
1

2
(Dµ⇤)

⇤ (Dµ⇤)� 1

16⇥
Fµ�F

µ�+
1

2
µ2⇤⇤⇤� 1

4
�2 (⇤⇤⇤)2

L =
1

2
(⌅µ�) (⌅

µ�)� µ2�2 � 1

16⇤
Fµ�F

µ�+
1

2

⇣ qµ

~c⇥

⌘2
AµA

µ

+
µ

⇥

⇣ q

~c

⌘2
�AµA

µ +
1

2

⇣ q

~c

⌘2
�2AµA

µ � ⇥µ�3 � 1

4
⇥2�4 +

µ4

4⇥2

● Esto sucede en outros campos: explicación de Ginzburg-Landau 
do efecto Meissner nun superconductor, o fotón adquire una masa 
e a penetración do campo no superconductor ten un alcance 1/mA.
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IN THE STANDARD MODEL
• in the SM the Higgs mechanism [SSB of the gauge symmetry 

SU(2)⊗U(1) → U(1)]  with a quartic [renormalizable] potencial  

• gives mass to the carriers of the weak force [Z0, W±]  

• leaves the carrier of EM force [γ] massless 

• adds  

• a scalar massive particle [Higgs boson]  

• 2 parameters [μ/λ : vacuum expectation value; μ : Higgs mass] 

• allows for fermion [leptons and quarks] mass terms [without gauge 
simmetry violation] as couplings to the Higgs field

Lint = �↵f  ̄f f� =) mf = ↵f (µ/�)

O Modelo Estándar electro-feble:

Á percura do bosón de Higgs. 7

● No Modelo Estándar, o mecanismo de Higgs (rotura espontánea 
da simetría gauge) co potencial cuártico (renormalizable) dá unha 
masa aos W±,Z0, engandindo unha partícula, o bosón de Higgs, e 
dous parámetros μ/λ (valor esperado do vacío) e μ (masa).

● Ademáis, pódense
engadir termos
que dan masa aos
fermións (quarks e
leptóns) mediante o
seu acoplo ao Higgs
que resulta
proporcional á masa:

U = �1

2
µ2⇥⇤⇥+

1

4
�2 (⇥⇤⇥)2 , mh =

⇥
2µ~/c, µ

�
=

2mW c2

gW
⇥
~c

Lint = ��f ⌅̄f⌅f⇤ =⇥ mfc
2 = �f (µ/⇥)



MODELO STANDARD [EW+STRONG]



!L(arge) H(adron) C(ollider)

• Large

~ 27km perimeter

:: re-uses LEP tunnel

:: maximum energy depends on 
accelerator radius and magnitude 
of  dipolar magnetic field that 
keeps particles in orbit

• Hadron

protons e ions (Pb, Xe, soon O) 
[hadrons]

• Collider

CM energy is the sum of the two 
beams [circulating in opposite 
directions]

:: advantageous wrt to fixed target 
and linear colliders



! detectors [the experiments]
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! Detectors 

ALICE
1987 people [556 authors] 41 countries

ATLAS
6530 people [1550 authors] 45 countries

CMS
5665 people [2131 authors] 57 countries 

LHCb
1499 people [947 authors] 21 countries

smaller experiments: FASER; TOTEM; LHCf; MoEDAL; SND@LHC



HIGGS DISCOVERY



Higgs production

8 Á Percura do Bosón de Higgs 
20 de Nadal do 2011 

Cibrán Santamarina 

Seccións Eficaces 

Vector Boson Fusion 

Gluon Fusion 

Associated to W/Z 
(Higgs-strahlung) 

MH = 120 GeV/c2 

gg ~38 pb 
VBF ~4 pb 
ttH ~0.7 pb 
W,ZH ~1.6-0.9 pb 

Top Fusion 



Higgs final states

� Higgs decays [almost] instantaneously 

��for a light Higgs the highest decay probability  

• H → b bbar [belong to jets] 

• H → WW 

• H → ZZ 

��other important channels 

• H → γγ [excelent calorimetry] 

• Η → ττ

9 Á Percura do Bosón de Higgs 
20 de Nadal do 2011 

Cibrán Santamarina 

Estados Finais do Higgs 
- Unha vez formado o Higgs desintégrase 
case instantáneamente. 
- Dependendo da masa do Higgs algúns 
modos de desintegración están 
prohibidos ou moi suprimidos. 
- En xeral a maior probabilidade para o 
Higgs sería decaer a un par de bosóns W 
ou Z. 
- Se o Higgs é moito máis lixeiro cá 2MZ 
ou 2MW ábrense outras posibilidades. 
- A probabilidade de desintegración é 
maior canto máis pesada é partícula do 
estado final. 
- Maiores probabilidades para un Higgs 
lixeiro: 

H ! bb̄
H ! ZZ

H ! WW

11 Á Percura do Bosón de Higgs 
20 de Nadal do 2011 

Cibrán Santamarina 

Estados Finais do Higgs (3) 
- Por ser máis doados de identificar sobre o fondo as tres canles nas que se 
enfocan os experimentos ATLAS e CMS son: 

H ! ��

H ! ZZ ! µ
+
µ
�
µ
+
µ
�

H ! ZZ ! µ
+
µ
�
e
+
e
�

H ! ZZ ! e
+
e
�
e
+
e
�

H ! WW ! µ��̄µµ
+�µ

H ! WW ! e��̄ee
+�e

H ! WW ! e��eµ
±�µ

Difícil distinguir fotón de electrón. 
Moito fondo de pares de fotóns. 

Os neutrinos non se detectan. 

Prodúcense moi poucos se a masa 
do Higgs é menos de 140 GeV/c2. 



pile-up

�a major experimental challenge is how to deal with overlapping collisions   

��to increase luminosity  

• 1015 protons colliding every 50 ns (it will be 25ns soon) 

• each ‘event’ is the overlap of approximately  40 inelastic pp collisons

14 Á Percura do Bosón de Higgs 
20 de Nadal do 2011 

Cibrán Santamarina 

O apilamento, un problema 
añadido.  

- O feixe de protóns do LHC está estructurado en paquetes de ~1015 protóns  
que interaccionan cada 50 nanosegundos. 
- Isto danos unhas 12 interaccións inelásticas superpostas en cada suceso. 

Z μμ 



statistical significance

�all Higgs final states can occur as result of other SM processes [background] 

��a discovery is not made on the basis of the observation of one event, but rather 
as a deviation [excess] wrt to background 

��statistical fluctuations of background result in local deviationsr 

��probability of a given deviation being the result of a fluctuation [for gaussian 
background] 

Na percura do Higgs: 
explicación dos resultados 

Facultade de física 
20 de Decembro de 2011 

Significancia estatística 

■ Normalmente consideramos que o fondo 
responde a unha distribución gaussiana, 
centrada no número medido e cunha desviación 
igual ao seu erro. 
– O número de σ non é máis ca medida da desviación 

respecto dese fondo. A maior número de σ, maior 
desviación, e menor probabilidade de que esteamos ante 
unha flutuación.   

1σ → p = 0.16 3σ → p = 0.0013 5σ → p = 2.87 x 10-7 

3σ → evidencia 5σ → descubrimento 

8/22 

p-value 



exclusion e look-elsewhere-effect

�to discover one has first to exclude  

��the first signal for a possible discovery is the inability to exclude 

��the ability to exclude depends on the available statistics [number of events] 

�the larger the region [in this case of masses] you look at, the larger the probability of 
observing a deviation somewhere [look-elsewhere effect] 

��in ‘delocalized’ searches this has to be accounted for 

��this reduces the statistical significance of a local excess [magnitude of excess/
width of search region] 



13 Dec 2011



13 Dec 2011

ATLAS: Update of SM Higgs searches, 13/12/2011 9 

Present status (as of this morning …) 

Excluded 95% CL  : 141-476 GeV      
Excluded 99% CL  : 146-443 GeV (except ~222, 238-248, ~295 GeV) 
Expected 95% CL     :  124-520 GeV Æ max deviation from background-only: ~ 3σ (mH~144 GeV)  

First ATLAS+CMS combination: based on data recorded until end August 2011:  
up to ~2.3 fb-1 per experiment 

November 2011 
CMS PAS HIG-11-023,  
ATLAS-CONF-201-157 

LEP (95%CL) 

mH > 114.4 GeV 

Tevatron exclusion (95%CL): 

100 < mH < 109 GeV 
156 < mH < 177 GeV 

two years of LHC



exclusion plots

Na percura do Higgs: 
explicación dos resultados 

Facultade de física 
20 de Decembro de 2011 

Os resultados do Higgs en ATLAS 

15/22 �vertical axis: 95% CL exclusion  

�dashed line : without Higgs [bands of 68% and 95% CL] 

�full line : ratio between cross section that is being excluded and expected SM cross 
section for a Higgs with a given mass



exclusion plots

Na percura do Higgs: 
explicación dos resultados 

Facultade de física 
20 de Decembro de 2011 

Os resultados do Higgs en ATLAS 

15/22 �for mH = 130 GeV    

��expected to exclude 0.7 of cross section BUT only excluded full cross section



exclusion plots

Na percura do Higgs: 
explicación dos resultados 

Facultade de física 
20 de Decembro de 2011 

Os resultados do Higgs en ATLAS 

15/22 �for mH = 125 GeV    

��expected to exclude 0.7 of cross section BUT only excluded 3x cross section 

��the inability to exclude signals a possible physical effect 

• local significance 3.6σ :: [LEE] 2.3σ :: p-value 1% [prob of being a fluctuation]



2012

√s = 7 TeV → √s = 8 TeV

:: increased production cross sections

increase of instantaneous luminosity

:: sucess in analyzing pile-up events

all particle physics analysis are ‘blind’ until the very end



4 Jul 2012 [dawn]

they got into the room



4 Jul 2012 [dawn]

they DID NOT

they got into the room



4 Jul 2012 [8h00]



exclusion plot 7.1 Significance of the observed excess 25
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Figure 13: The CLs values for the SM Higgs boson hypothesis as a function of the Higgs boson
mass in the range 110–145 GeV. The background-only expectations are represented by their
median (dashed line) and by the 68% and 95% CL bands.

7.1 Significance of the observed excess

The consistency of the observed excess with the background-only hypothesis may be judged
from Fig. 14, which shows a scan of the local p-value for the 7 and 8 TeV data sets and their
combination. The 7 and 8 TeV data sets exhibit an excess of 3.2 s and 3.8 s significance, re-
spectively, for a Higgs boson mass of approximately 125 GeV. In the overall combination the
significance is 5.0 s for mH = 125.5 GeV. Figure 15 gives the local p-value for the five decay
modes individually and displays the expected overall p-value.

The largest contributors to the overall excess in the combination are the gg and ZZ decay
modes. They both have very good mass resolution, allowing good localization of the invariant
mass of a putative resonance responsible for the excess. Their combined significance reaches
5.0 s (Fig. 16). The WW decay mode has an exclusion sensitivity comparable to the gg and ZZ
decay modes but does not have a good mass resolution. It has an excess with local significance
1.6 s for mH ⇠ 125 GeV. When added to the gg and ZZ decay modes, the combined signifi-
cance becomes 5.1 s. Adding the bb and tt channels in the combination, the final significance
becomes 5.0 s. Table 6 summarises the expected and observed local p-values for a SM Higgs
boson mass hypothesis of 125.5 GeV for the various combinations of channels.

Table 6: The expected and observed local p-values, expressed as the corresponding number of
standard deviations of the observed excess from the background-only hypothesis, for mH =
125.5 GeV, for various combinations of decay modes.

Decay mode/combination Expected (s) Observed (s)
gg 2.8 4.1
ZZ 3.6 3.1
tt + bb 2.4 0.4
gg + ZZ 4.7 5.0
gg + ZZ + WW 5.2 5.1
gg + ZZ + WW + tt + bb 5.8 5.0

The global p-value for the search range 115–130 (110–145) GeV is calculated using the method





Higgs discovery in the γγ channel



Higgs discovery in the γγ channel



Higgs discovery in the 4l channel



Higgs discovery in the 4l channel
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A search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in proton–proton collisions with the ATLAS detector at
the LHC is presented. The datasets used correspond to integrated luminosities of approximately 4.8 fb!1

collected at
"

s = 7 TeV in 2011 and 5.8 fb!1 at
"

s = 8 TeV in 2012. Individual searches in the channels
H # Z Z ($) # 4", H # # # and H # W W ($) # e$µ$ in the 8 TeV data are combined with previously
published results of searches for H # Z Z ($) , W W ($), bb̄ and %+%! in the 7 TeV data and results from
improved analyses of the H # Z Z ($) # 4" and H # # # channels in the 7 TeV data. Clear evidence for
the production of a neutral boson with a measured mass of 126.0±0.4 (stat)±0.4 (sys) GeV is presented.
This observation, which has a significance of 5.9 standard deviations, corresponding to a background
fluctuation probability of 1.7 % 10!9, is compatible with the production and decay of the Standard Model
Higgs boson.

! 2012 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1–4] has been
tested by many experiments over the last four decades and has
been shown to successfully describe high energy particle interac-
tions. However, the mechanism that breaks electroweak symmetry
in the SM has not been verified experimentally. This mechanism
[5–10], which gives mass to massive elementary particles, implies
the existence of a scalar particle, the SM Higgs boson. The search
for the Higgs boson, the only elementary particle in the SM that
has not yet been observed, is one of the highlights of the Large
Hadron Collider [11] (LHC) physics programme.

Indirect limits on the SM Higgs boson mass of mH < 158 GeV
at 95% confidence level (CL) have been set using global fits to pre-
cision electroweak results [12]. Direct searches at LEP [13], the
Tevatron [14–16] and the LHC [17,18] have previously excluded, at
95% CL, a SM Higgs boson with mass below 600 GeV, apart from
some mass regions between 116 GeV and 127 GeV.

Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations reported excesses of
events in their 2011 datasets of proton–proton (pp) collisions at
centre-of-mass energy

"
s = 7 TeV at the LHC, which were compat-

ible with SM Higgs boson production and decay in the mass region
124–126 GeV, with significances of 2.9 and 3.1 standard deviations
(& ), respectively [17,18]. The CDF and DØ experiments at the Teva-
tron have also recently reported a broad excess in the mass region

! © CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
! E-mail address: atlas.publications@cern.ch.

120–135 GeV; using the existing LHC constraints, the observed lo-
cal significances for mH = 125 GeV are 2.7& for CDF [14], 1.1& for
DØ [15] and 2.8& for their combination [16].

The previous ATLAS searches in 4.6–4.8 fb!1 of data at
"

s =
7 TeV are combined here with new searches for H # Z Z ($) # 4",1

H # # # and H # W W ($) # e$µ$ in the 5.8–5.9 fb!1 of pp col-
lision data taken at

"
s = 8 TeV between April and June 2012.

The data were recorded with instantaneous luminosities up to
6.8 % 1033 cm!2 s!1; they are therefore affected by multiple pp
collisions occurring in the same or neighbouring bunch crossings
(pile-up). In the 7 TeV data, the average number of interactions per
bunch crossing was approximately 10; the average increased to ap-
proximately 20 in the 8 TeV data. The reconstruction, identification
and isolation criteria used for electrons and photons in the 8 TeV
data are improved, making the H # Z Z ($) # 4" and H # # #
searches more robust against the increased pile-up. These analy-
ses were re-optimised with simulation and frozen before looking
at the 8 TeV data.

In the H # W W ($) # "$"$ channel, the increased pile-up de-
teriorates the event missing transverse momentum, Emiss

T , resolu-
tion, which results in significantly larger Drell–Yan background in
the same-flavour final states. Since the eµ channel provides most
of the sensitivity of the search, only this final state is used in
the analysis of the 8 TeV data. The kinematic region in which a
SM Higgs boson with a mass between 110 GeV and 140 GeV is

1 The symbol " stands for electron or muon.

0370-2693/ ! 2012 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2012.08.020
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Results are presented from searches for the standard model Higgs boson in proton–proton collisions
at

!
s = 7 and 8 TeV in the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment at the LHC, using data samples

corresponding to integrated luminosities of up to 5.1 fb"1 at 7 TeV and 5.3 fb"1 at 8 TeV. The search
is performed in five decay modes: " " , ZZ, W+W", #+#", and bb. An excess of events is observed above
the expected background, with a local significance of 5.0 standard deviations, at a mass near 125 GeV,
signalling the production of a new particle. The expected significance for a standard model Higgs boson
of that mass is 5.8 standard deviations. The excess is most significant in the two decay modes with the
best mass resolution, " " and ZZ; a fit to these signals gives a mass of 125.3 ± 0.4(stat.)± 0.5(syst.) GeV.
The decay to two photons indicates that the new particle is a boson with spin different from one.

! 2012 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The standard model (SM) of elementary particles provides a re-
markably accurate description of results from many accelerator and
non-accelerator based experiments. The SM comprises quarks and
leptons as the building blocks of matter, and describes their in-
teractions through the exchange of force carriers: the photon for
electromagnetic interactions, the W and Z bosons for weak inter-
actions, and the gluons for strong interactions. The electromagnetic
and weak interactions are unified in the electroweak theory. Al-
though the predictions of the SM have been extensively confirmed,
the question of how the W and Z gauge bosons acquire mass
whilst the photon remains massless is still open.

Nearly fifty years ago it was proposed [1–6] that spontaneous
symmetry breaking in gauge theories could be achieved through
the introduction of a scalar field. Applying this mechanism to the
electroweak theory [7–9] through a complex scalar doublet field
leads to the generation of the W and Z masses, and to the predic-
tion of the existence of the SM Higgs boson (H). The scalar field
also gives mass to the fundamental fermions through the Yukawa
interaction. The mass mH of the SM Higgs boson is not predicted
by theory. However, general considerations [10–13] suggest that

! © CERN for the benefit of the CMS Collaboration.
! E-mail address: cms-publication-committee-chair@cern.ch.

mH should be smaller than #1 TeV, while precision electroweak
measurements imply that mH < 152 GeV at 95% confidence level
(CL) [14]. Over the past twenty years, direct searches for the Higgs
boson have been carried out at the LEP collider, leading to a lower
bound of mH > 114.4 GeV at 95% CL [15], and at the Tevatron
proton–antiproton collider, excluding the mass range 162–166 GeV
at 95% CL [16] and detecting an excess of events, recently reported
in [17–19], in the range 120–135 GeV.

The discovery or exclusion of the SM Higgs boson is one of the
primary scientific goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [20].
Previous direct searches at the LHC were based on data from
proton–proton collisions corresponding to an integrated luminos-
ity of 5 fb"1 collected at a centre-of-mass energy

!
s = 7 TeV.

The CMS experiment excluded at 95% CL a range of masses from
127 to 600 GeV [21]. The ATLAS experiment excluded at 95%
CL the ranges 111.4–116.6, 119.4–122.1 and 129.2–541 GeV [22].
Within the remaining allowed mass region, an excess of events
near 125 GeV was reported by both experiments. In 2012 the
proton–proton centre-of-mass energy was increased to 8 TeV and
by the end of June an additional integrated luminosity of more
than 5 fb"1 had been recorded by each of these experiments,
thereby enhancing significantly the sensitivity of the search for the
Higgs boson.

This Letter reports the results of a search for the SM Higgs bo-
son using samples collected by the CMS experiment, comprising
data recorded at

!
s = 7 and 8 TeV. The search is performed in
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The Nobel Prize in Physics 2013
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to award the Nobel Prize in Physics for 2013 to

François Englert and Peter W. Higgs are jointly 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics 2013 for the 
theory of how particles acquire mass. In 1964, they 
proposed the theory independently of each other 
(Englert together with his now deceased colleague 
Robert Brout). In 2012, their ideas were confirmed 
by the discovery of a so called Higgs particle at the 
CERN laboratory outside Geneva in Switzerland.

The awarded theory is a central part of the Standard 
Model of particle physics that describes how the world is 
constructed. According to the Standard Model, every-
thing, from !owers and people to stars and planets, 
consists of just a few building blocks: matter particles. 
These particles are governed by forces mediated by force 
particles that make sure everything works as it should.

The entire Standard Model also rests on the existence 
of a special kind of particle: the Higgs particle. This 
particle originates from an invisible "eld that "lls up 
all space. Even when the universe seems empty this 
"eld is there. Without it, we would not exist, because 
it is from contact with the "eld that particles acquire 
mass. The theory proposed by Englert and Higgs 
describes this process.

On # July $%&$, at the CERN laboratory for particle 
physics, the theory was con"rmed by the discovery of a 
Higgs particle. CERN’s particle collider, LHC (Large 

Hadron Collider), is probably the largest and the most 
complex machine ever constructed by humans. Two 
research groups of some ',%%% scientists each, ATLAS 
and CMS, managed to extract the Higgs particle from 
billions of particle collisions in the LHC.

Even though it is a great achievement to have found 
the Higgs particle — the missing piece in the Standard 
Model puzzle — the Standard Model is not the "nal 
piece in the cosmic puzzle. One of the reasons for this 
is that the Standard Model treats certain particles, 
neutrinos, as being virtually massless, whereas recent 
studies show that they actually do have mass. Another 
reason is that the model only describes visible matter, 
which only accounts for one "fth of all matter in the 
cosmos. To "nd the mysterious dark matter is one of 
the objectives as scientists continue the chase of 
unknown particles at CERN.

François Englert, Belgian citizen. Born 1932 in Etterbeek, Bel-
gium. Ph.D. 1959 from Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, 
Belgium. Professor Emeritus at Université Libre de Bruxelles, 
Brussels, Belgium. 
www.ulb.ac.be/sciences/physth/people_FEnglert.html 

Peter W. Higgs, UK citizen. Born 1929 in Newcastle upon Tyne, 
UK. Ph.D. 1954 from King’s College, University of London, UK. 
Professor emeritus at University of Edinburgh, UK. 
www.ph.ed.ac.uk/higgs/ 

Prize amount: SEK 8 million, to be shared equally between the Laureates.
Further information: http://kva.se and http://nobelprize.org 
Contacts: Perina Stjernlöf, Press Officer, Phone +46 8 673 95 44, +46 70 673 96 50, perina.stjernlof@kva.se 
Annika Moberg, Editor, Phone +46 8 673 95 22, +46 70 325 32 18, annika.moberg@kva.se

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, founded in 1739, is an independent organization whose overall objective is to promote the sciences and 
strengthen their influence in society. The Academy takes special responsibility for the natural sciences and mathematics, but endeavours to promote 
the exchange of ideas between various disciplines.

Here, at last!
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François Englert   Peter W. Higgs 
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium University of Edinburgh, UK 

“for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the 
origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed through the discovery 
of the predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s  
Large Hadron Collider” 



15 11. Status of Higgs Boson Physics

With the increase in the size of datasets, measurements in the most sensitive channels are now
carried out di�erentially or in exclusive modes depending on specific production characteristics.
These measurements are discussed in Section 11.6.2.4.

The candidate events in each Higgs boson decay channel are split into several mutually exclusive
categories (or event tags) based on the specific topological, kinematic or other features present
in the event. The categorization of events increases the sensitivity of the overall analysis and
allows a separation of di�erent Higgs boson production processes. Most categories are dominated
by signal from one Higgs boson decay mode but contain an admixture of various Higgs boson
production processes. For example, a typical VBF selection requires Higgs boson candidates to be
accompanied by two energetic jets (Ø 30 GeV) with a large dijet mass (Ø 400 GeV) and separated
by a large pseudo-rapidity (∆÷jj Ø 3.5) [124]. While such a category is enriched in Higgs bosons
produced via VBF, the contamination from the ggF production mechanism can be significant.
Hence, a measurement of the signal rate in the VBF category does not imply a measurement of
VBF production cross section since one cannot resolve the contamination from ggF. Simulations
are used to determine the relative contributions of the various Higgs boson production modes in
each specific categories.

An important di�erence between the Run 1 and Run 2 results, in particular when comparing
signal strengths, and therefore in the measurement of the couplings of the Higgs boson as discussed
in Section 11.4, is that values and errors of the predicted cross sections have been improved (mostly
the scale and PDF uncertainties). The theoretical predictions are however compatible and therefore,
the signal strengths can be compared on a sound basis.

11.3.1.1 H æ ““
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Figure 11.3: (Left) The invariant mass distribution of diphoton candidates, with each event
weighted by the ratio of signal-to-background in each event category, observed by ATLAS [125]
at Run 2. The residuals of the data with respect to the fitted background are displayed in the lower
panel. (Right) The m4¸ distribution from CMS [126] Run 2 data.

In the H æ ““ channel, a search is performed for a narrow peak over a smoothly falling
background in the invariant mass distribution of two high pT photons. The background in this
channel is conspicuous and stems from prompt ““ processes for the irreducible backgrounds, and
the “+jet and dijet processes for the reducible backgrounds where one jet fragments typically
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data has since become much better



the Higgs has since been discovered in multiple channels and ALL IS CONSISTENT WITH THE SM

38 11. Status of Higgs Boson Physics

varied, while the discriminating variables for the signal are not modified and are still used in the fit.
These caveats are of particular importance in the use of the combination to measure the coupling
properties of the Higgs boson, as discussed in Section 11.6. For relatively small perturbations of
the couplings of the Higgs boson from the SM values, this hypothesis is valid.

However, the products µi ◊µf can be considered as free parameters and in principle measurable
(if there is su�cient sensitivity from specific categories). Measuring the products of signal strengths
can be viewed as measuring the cross sections times the branching fraction, ‡ · BR. An illustration
of the results for the Run 2 combinations of ATLAS and CMS is presented in Fig. 11.8 for the
combination of ATLAS and CMS.
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Figure 11.8: Combined measurements of the products ‡ · BR, normalised to the SM predictions,
for the five main production and five main decay modes. The hatched combinations require more
data for a meaningful confidence interval to be provided.

A coherent picture emerges (including the Run 1 results, see Ref. [123]) where an excellent
consistency between the observation in each channel and the SM expectation. This multi-parameter
fit quantifies the current experimental knowledge of the main production and decays modes. Run 2
results are also available [213, 214]. These are not included in the figure for the sake of simplicity.
The Run 2 results are already competitive with the Run 1 results. In Fig. 11.8, the Run 1 results are
kept for illustration purposes. The theoretical uncertainty in the aforementioned fit is not included
in the measured values of the signal strengths but is illustrated on the unit value corresponding to
the SM expectation.

Other fits involving ratios of cross sections, which are less sensitive to theory uncertainties, are
performed and reported in Ref. [215].

The most constrained fit in the combination allows for only one single parameter to vary,
i.e., ’(i, f), µi = µf = µ. This global-signal-strength model provides the simplest probe of the
compatibility of the signal with the SM Higgs boson. Indeed, it is sensitive to any deviation from
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VERY importantly we now have direct evidence for the Yukawa sector [fermion masses arising 
from the Higgs mechanism] :: recall that the Higgs mechanism was introduced to give masses to 
gauge bosons



SO WHAT?
• the Standard Model  

• unifies the electromagnetic and weak interactions [physically] and [at the formal level] 
the strong interaction 

• accounts for ALL experimental observations with possible hints of discrepancies [mainly 
in the form of violation of lepton universality :: different leptons behaving differently]   

• the Standard Model does not answer many questions 

• why 3 families? 

• why are the masses what they are? 

• can electro-weak and strong forces be physically unified? 

• what is the remaining 95% of the Universe? 

• is there a higher level theory from which the SM follows? Physics beyond the SM? 

• do very appealing, and thoroughly explored, Supersymmetric theories play a role? 

• how does gravity fit in? 

• …



OTHER ELEPHANTS IN THE ROOM
• what is the dynamics responsible for confinement ? 

• we know how to deconfine [free quarks and gluons beyond nucleon 
scales] by colliding heavy nuclei 

• what is formed [quark gluon plasma] is the most perfect liquid ever 
observed and leads to a variety of collective behaviour patterns 
[emergent complexity from the simple fundamental rules of the QCD 
lagrangian] 

• how does the increased knowledge about the quark gluon plasma [the 
state of the Universe early on] affect our understanding of Cosmology?



OTHER ELEPHANTS IN THE ROOM
• what is the dynamics responsible for confinement ? 

• we know how to deconfine [free quarks and gluons beyond nucleon scales] 
by colliding heavy nuclei 

• what is formed [quark gluon plasma] is the most perfect liquid ever 
observed and leads to a variety of collective behaviour patterns [emergent 
complexity from the simple fundamental rules of the QCD lagrangian] 

• how does the increased knowledge about the quark gluon plasma [the 
state of the Universe early on] affect our understanding of Cosmology? 

• [possibly the most intriguing thing I really care about] collective many-particle 
behaviour also observed in proton-proton collisions and for a small number of 
particles  

• is there a threshold at which collective descriptions make sense



HOW WILL WE FIND OUT [BEYOND THE LHC]
International FCC 
collaboration with  
CERN as host lab              
to study: 
� ~100 km tunnel 

infrastructure  in Geneva 
area, linked to CERN

� e+e- collider (FCC-ee),                
Æ potential first step

� pp-collider (FCC-hh)                      
Æ long-term goal, defining 
infrastructure requirements 

�

� HE-LHC with FCC-hh
technology

� Ions and lepton-hadron 
options with hadron colliders

~16 T � 100 TeV pp in 100 km

HE-LHC

Future Circular Collider Study - Scope  

•～100 km tunnel infrastructure in 
Geneva area, linked to CERN 

• a broad study including: 

◦ FCC-ee  

◦ FCC-hh (pp and ions)  

◦ HE-LHC  

◦ ep/eA colliding modes 

• 16 T magnets for pp@100 TeV :: 
PbPb@39TeV

http://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch

http://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch


FUTURE CIRCULAR COLLIDER [FCC] STUDY
http://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch

•Concept Design Report [4 volumes] published 

◦ 1350 contributors from 350 institutes
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  Figure 1 Tim

eline of Future Colliders (by U. Bassler) 

 

Possible scenarios of future colliders
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a timeline…
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